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I am emailing to object for the Loxwood clay pit developments.
The roads within the area are already struggling with the amount of lorries within the area of the
A281. I live in Alfold and to try and take the dog out for a walk is totally frightening. I also have
godchildren and lorries go so fast along with the cars. When even getting fuel from the garage at
Alfold it's a mission to get out of the petrol station and the wait to get in there.
I've also noticed that all the small thin lanes are also suffering with heavy traffic I was driving by
Cranleigh Rugby club (Wildwood Lane) when I got pushed to the side of the road and there was a
pothole this popped my tyre. The lorry did not stop.
The roads are not coping with the amount of traffic and recently a lot of wildlife has also been killed.
There are more and more housing applications and developments that have already gone ahead and
the poor villages are really struggling.
With the air pollution being compromised as well as the natural beauty it seems green belt no longer
actually exists.
What about our future generations the health impact on the generations due to asthma and allergies
to the dust created and the fumes from all the vehicles.
This is also a concern if further housing developments get the green light e.g Dunsfold Aerospace
land.
We have lately in the media had warnings that we are abusing our planet and the greenhouses gases
have been effecting our weather we are having the warning signs but seem to be ignoring them.
The mental health of both adults and children are starting to suffer and what with the recent events of
Covid we all needed enough green space for the health and well being of us all but these places are
greatly disappearing and all for the sake of money and companies / human being being greedy.
We have also been encouraged time and time again to try and help save our wildlife and encourage
species to bread and survive but how can they if we are taking up the spaces for them to bread in.
In the future there will be more and more declining of the bats ,bees ,birds,owls dear, foxs buzzards,
kites, and rarer things to the small newts lizards etc. This is without the trees oak, birch, beach, horse
chestnut and flowers.
I can entirely say I strongly OBJECT to this development for now and the future. Please please think if
we can not build more schools or develop old school buildings for our children then how can this be
allowed.
The water /sewers and land is not coping as I know just in Alfold we have flood planes behind Chilton
Close and the pump house struggled to cope with lorries constantly needing to be in the area during
winter months.
There had all been a number of accidents / deaths along the A281 over the years please don't add to
this further by adding more lorries.
Please think of the impact on the area and all things I have mentioned and for now and future
generations.
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